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Policymakers in developing countries increasingly realize that leveraging outward foreign direct investment (OFDI) helps advance development at home.¹ This Perspective proposes a framework to help policymakers tackle the new challenge of integrating OFDI into national development strategies.²

1. **Vision, strategy, restrictions.** Policymakers should identify economic development objectives to be supported through OFDI. The objectives (e.g., upgrading, innovation, exports, revenue, diversification) should determine how governments support OFDI. While OFDI can further multiple objectives, tradeoffs can require prioritization. OFDI rules and regulations may then need to be adjusted. Policymakers should also identify OFDI restrictions, weigh their costs and benefits and ensure that any restrictions retained serve sound policy goals and accomplish these at the least cost to the home economy.

2. **Non-financial support.** Market failures may inhibit OFDI. Many of them involve information asymmetries (e.g., a lack of domestic investors’ knowledge about foreign market investment regulations or investment opportunities) that governments can help overcome. Non-financial support for OFDI can, therefore, take the form of market intelligence, investment missions, matchmaking services, and opening government offices in host economies to provide direct support for firms. Operationally, there are increasing opportunities for win-win collaborations between government offices promoting OFDI and investment promotion agencies seeking to attract inward FDI.

3. **Financial support.** Other forms of market failures relate to political risk and capital availability. For the former, policymakers in home economies should ensure that political risk insurance is available to mitigate non-commercial risk, whether provided by the private sector, the government or multilateral institutions, such as the World Bank Group’s Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency. As to capital availability, policymakers can consider the whole gamut of financial and fiscal measures, including:
Grants, e.g., for feasibility studies, setting up firms’ overseas offices and training, which are often critical for OFDI decisions;
Loans, either concessional or non-concessional, to fill gaps left by commercial banks, either because target markets are too risky or because firms do not have collateral to secure loans;
Guarantees, particularly important for SMEs’ access to finance;
Equity investment, whereby governments take minority stakes in OFDI ventures, leave management in operational control and allow it to buy out the governments; and
Fiscal measures, such as OFDI being exempted from the tax base, or lower tax rates on OFDI profits.

Importantly, financial and fiscal measures should be used where needed to support profitable and beneficial investments that would not otherwise take place, and not simply to subsidize OFDI. Leading economies have put in place clear guidelines to minimize this risk, such as paying only a portion of costs, not upfront but through reimbursements—to third parties—, and requiring risk-sharing through firms having “skin in the game.”

4. **Barriers to entry.** Policymakers also have a role to play in opening markets that are closed. This can include negotiating treaties and improvements in market access. The current trade and investment dispute between the US and China could be partly seen as a negotiation over barriers to entry for OFDI from western economies into the Chinese market, given issues related to market-access reciprocity. Chambers of commerce and other business associations should bring to the attention of policymakers both *de jure* and *de facto* barriers to OFDI for government-to-government commercial diplomacy to take place, in a manner complementary to traditional business advocacy.

5. **Operational support.** Even after creating an enabling environment for OFDI through information, finance and market access, policymakers need to provide operational support. This can include information on new market opportunities after overcoming entry barriers and troubleshooting when there are issues with investments. One example is implementing early-warning mechanisms in host countries to address foreign investor complaints before they escalate into formal legal disputes. Other examples include encouraging legal and accounting professionals in home countries to provide *in situ* support for OFDI deals, strengthening the legal infrastructure to provide greater protection for OFDI (such as joining the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes, as Mexico just did) to arbitrate OFDI-related disputes, and supporting OFDI by groups of companies, something that some East Asian economies pioneered a few decades ago, and that policymakers in other countries are increasingly copying.

6. **Maximizing benefits.** FDI can lead to significant benefits for home economies. Some of these are direct, while some are indirect, or result from spillovers. Policymakers should boost the absorptive capacity of home economies to maximize OFDI’s benefits, especially by creating linkages between OFDI firms and other domestic firms, to diffuse capacities acquired abroad throughout home economies. Fostering such linkages includes
encouraging consortium bidding for OFDI projects (as Poland and Singapore do), whereby the larger firms in the consortium bring along the smaller firms. In addition, policymakers should adopt monitoring and evaluation frameworks to ensure that home-country measures accomplish their intended effects and are cost effective.

Finally, inward FDI, OFDI and exports are often related, suggesting that policymakers should consider leveraging them in unison, e.g., by ensuring overlap in target sectors. By so doing, along with the six steps outlined above, OFDI can increasingly serve as a complementary channel to help drive home-country development.
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